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2007 Christmas Party 

 

On the agenda:- 

• Barbeque 

• Show, Tell and Fly, bring your model along. 

• Heaps of gasbagging!!! 
 

 

 
 
Did you know that you can view the newsletter on the web and see it in glorious colour?  
Simply go to http://www.dac.org.au and select "Members Info" then "Newsletter". 
 
If you wish, you can unsubscribe to having the hardcopy newsletters sent to you via post and 
just get an email notification when a new edition is available for download.  This will save 
delays, trees, and postal and production costs.  An email has been sent out to those members 
for whom we have an email address on file. 
 
To unsubscribe to the hardcopy version, please send an email to the webmaster asking to be 
included in the newsletter mailing list   .  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Next Club MeNext Club MeNext Club MeNext Club Meetingetingetingeting    

Electronic NewsletterElectronic NewsletterElectronic NewsletterElectronic Newsletter    
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Airline Airline Airline Airline HumourHumourHumourHumour    

 

Actual Exchanges Between Pilots and Control Towers 
 
Tower: "Delta 351, you have traffic at 10 o'clock , 6 miles!" 
Delta 351: "Give us another hint! We have digital watches!" 
************************************************************************* 
Tower: "TWA 2341, for noise abatement turn right 45 Degrees." 
TWA 2341: "Center, we are at 35,000 feet. How much noise can we make up here?" 
Tower: "Sir, have you ever heard the noise a 747 makes when it hits a 727?" 
************************************************************************* 
>From an unknown aircraft waiting in a very long takeoff queue: "I'm f...ing bored!" 
Ground Traffic Control: "Last aircraft transmitting, identify yourself immediately!" 
Unknown aircraft: "I said I was f...ing bored, not f...ing stupid!" 
************************************************************************* 
O'Hare Approach Control to a 747: "United 329 heavy, your traffic is a Fokker, one 
o'clock , three miles, Eastbound." 
United 329: "Approach, I've always wanted to say this...I've got the little Fokker in 
sight." 
************************************************************************* 
A student became lost during a solo cross-country flight. While attempting to locate 
the aircraft on radar, ATC asked, "What was your last known position?"   
Student: "When I was number one for takeoff." 
************************************************************************* 
A DC-10 had come in a little hot and thus had an exceedingly long roll out after 
touching down. 
San Jose Tower Noted: "American 751, make a hard right turn at the end of the 
runway, if you are able. If you are not able, take the Guadeloupe exit off Highway 
101, make a right at the lights and return to the airport." 
************************************************************************* 
A Pan Am 727 flight, waiting for start clearance in Munich , overheard the following: 
Lufthansa (in German): " Ground, what is our start clearance time?" 
Ground (in English): "If you want an answer you must speak in English." 
Lufthansa (in English): "I am a German, flying a German airplane, in Germany . Why 
must I speak English?" 
Unknown voice from another plane (in a beautiful British accent): "Because you lost 
the bloody war!" 
************************************************************************* 
Tower: "Eastern 702, cleared for takeoff, contact Departure on frequency 124.7" 
Eastern 702: "Tower, Eastern 702 switching to Departure. By the way, after we lifted 
off we saw some kind of dead animal on the far end of the runway." 
Tower: " Continental 635, cleared for takeoff behind Eastern 702, contact Departure 
on frequency 124.7. Did you copy that report from Eastern 702?" 
BR Continental 635: "Continental 635, cleared for takeoff, roger; and yes, we copied 
Eastern... we've already notified our caterers." 
************************************************************************* 
 
One day the pilot of a Cherokee 180 was told by the tower to hold short of the active 
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runway while a DC-8 landed. The DC-8 landed, rolled out, turned around, and taxied 
back past the Cherokee. Some quick-witted comedian in the DC-8 crew got on the 
radio and said, "What a cute little plane. Did you make it all by yourself?" 
The Cherokee pilot, not about to let the insult go by, came back with a real zinger: "I 
made it out of DC-8 parts. Another landing like yours and I'll have enough parts for 
another one."   
************************************************************************* 
The German air controllers at Frankfurt Airport are renowned as a short-tempered lot. 
They not only expect one to know one's gate parking location, but how to get there 
without any assistance from them. So it was with some amusement that we (a Pan 
Am 747) listened to the following exchange between Frankfurt ground control and a 
British Airways 747, call sign Speedbird 206. 
Speedbird 206: " Frankfurt , Speedbird 206! clear of active runway." 
Ground: "Speedbird 206 Taxi to gate Alpha One-Seven." 
The BA 747 pulled onto the main taxiway and slowed to a stop. 
Ground: "Speedbird, do you not know where you are going?" 
Speedbird 206: "Stand by, Ground, I'm looking up our gate location now." 
Ground (with quite arrogant impatience): "Speedbird 206, have you not been to 
Frankfurt before?" 
Speedbird 206 (coolly): "Yes, twice in 1944, but it was dark, -- And I didn't land." 
************************************************************************ 
While taxiing at London’s , Gatwick Airport, the crew of a US Air flight departing for 
Ft. Lauderdale made a wrong turn and came nose to nose with a United 727. An irate 
female ground controller lashed out at the US Air crew, screaming: "US Air 2771, 
where the hell are you going? I told you to turn right onto Charlie taxiway! You turned 
right on Delta! Stop right there. I know it's difficult for you to tell the difference 
between C and D, but get it right!" 
 
Continuing her rage to the embarrassed crew, she was now shouting hysterically: 
"God! Now you've screwed everything up! It'll take forever to sort this out! You stay 
right there and don't move till I tell you to! You can expect progressive taxi 
instructions in about half an hour, and I want you to go exactly where I tell you, when 
I tell you, and how I tell you! You got that, US Air 2771?" 
 
"Yes, ma'am," the humbled crew responded. 
 
Naturally, the ground control communications frequency fell terribly silent after the 
verbal bashing of US Air 2771. Nobody wanted to chance engaging the irate ground 
controller in her current state of mind. Tension in every cockpit out around Gatwick 
was definitely running high. 
Just then an unknown pilot broke the silence and keyed his microphone, asking:  
 
"Wasn't I married to you once?" 
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The Twelve Days of ChristmasThe Twelve Days of ChristmasThe Twelve Days of ChristmasThe Twelve Days of Christmas        

 

 

By Michael Best  
 
 
 
 
 

On the first day of Christmas 
my true love gave to me: 
a Foam plane in a Gum Tree 

 
 
On the second day of Christmas 
my true love gave to me: 
Two Old Timers 
and a Foam plane in a Gum Tree 

 

 

 
 

On the third day of Christmas 
my true love gave to me: 
Three Easy Stars 
Two Old Timers 
and a Foam plane in a Gum Tree 

 
 

On the fourth day of Christmas 
my true love gave to me: 
Four War Birds 
Three Easy Stars 
Two Old Timers 
and a Foam plane in a Gum Tree 
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On the fifth day of Christmas 
my true love gave to me: 
Five Pilots Yakking 
Four War Birds 
Three Easy Stars 
Two Old Timers 
and a Foam plane in a Gum Tree 

 
 
 
On the sixth day of Christmas 
my true love gave to me: 
Six Pattern Team Practicing 
Five Pilots Yakking 
Four War Birds 
Three Easy Stars 
Two Old Timers 
and a Foam plane in a Gum Tree 

 

 

 
 

 
 
On the seventh day of Christmas 
my true love gave to me: 
Seven Parts a missing 
Six Pattern Team Practicing 
Five Pilots Yakking 
Four War Birds 
Three Easy Stars 
Two Old Timers 
and a Foam plane in a Gum Tree 

 
On the eigth day of Christmas 
my true love gave to me: 
Eight Swallows a charging 
Seven Parts a missing 
Six Pattern Team Practicing 
Five Pilots Yakking 
Four War Birds 
Three Easy Stars 
Two Old Timers 
and a Foam plane in a Gum Tree 
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On the ninth day of Christmas 
my true love gave to me: 
Nine Transmitters waiting 
Eight Swallows a charging 
Seven Parts a missing 
Six Pattern Team Practicing 
Five Pilots Yakking 
Four War Birds 
Three Easy Stars 
Two Old Timers 
and a Foam plane in a Gum Tree 

On the tenth day of Christmas 
my true love gave to me: 
Ten Planes a Hanging 
Nine Transmitters waiting 
Eight Swallows a charging 
Seven Parts a missing 
Six Pattern Team Practicing 
Five Pilots Yakking 
Four War Birds 
Three Easy Stars 
Two Old Timers 
and a Foam plane in a Gum Tree 

 

 
 
 

 

On the eleventh day of Christmas 
my true love gave to me: 
Eleven Control Line Circling 
Ten Planes a Hanging 
Nine Transmitters waiting 
Eight Swallows a charging 
Seven Parts a missing 
Six Pattern Team Practicing 
Five Pilots Yakking 
Four War Birds 
Three Easy Stars 
Two Old Timers 
and a Foam plane in a Gum Tree 

On the twelfth day of Christmas 
my true love gave to me: 
Twelve Members Grinning 
Eleven Control Line Circling 
Ten Planes a Hanging 
Nine Transmitters waiting 
Eight Swallows a charging 
Seven Parts a missing 
Six Pattern Team Practicing 
Five Pilots Yakking 
Four War Birds 
Three Easy Stars 
Two Old Timers 
and a Foam plane in a Gum Tree 
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Stan’s CornerStan’s CornerStan’s CornerStan’s Corner    
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Pattern AerobaticsPattern AerobaticsPattern AerobaticsPattern Aerobatics    

 

New Schedules for 2008-2009: 
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You may have noticed that many experienced pilots soft mount their motors.  Most likely, 
they do so because they understand the benefits of a soft mount.  
 
Numerous tests have been run to determine vibration levels, with and without a soft mount. 
While conducting those tests, one area of the measurements proved to be very interesting. It 
had to do with measuring the current draw in a typical aircraft with 8 servos connected to the 
receiver, with the engine hard mounted, and with zero stick movement from the transmitter.  
Hard mounting drains power faster.  In the case of "hard-mounted" engines, before an engine 
was started, it was determined from the flight pack that there was 95mA of current being 
drawn.  But after starting the engine and running it up to full throttle, the current went up to 
375mA.  It seems the servos were consuming more current, with a hard mount, just to keep 
the surfaces from moving because the full vibration of the engine was being directly 
transmitted through the airframe to the control surfaces.   
 
These tests showed that an extra 280mA of current was required just for the servos to keep 
surfaces in a stationary position — and that's with zero control stick movement.  
Next, the engine was re-installed with a soft mount.  Before starting, the current was checked 
at 95mA, as in the previous test.  However, when the engine was run up to full throttle the 
system only drew 125mA, which means that the mount isolated enough vibration from the 
aircraft control surfaces to add only a 30mA work load on the servos, instead of the 280mA 
with the hard-mounted engine.  This test was repeated, since the results were so surprising.  
But the facts did not change.  
 
What’s the significance of this?   
 
If we can reduce the vibration on just our servos, we can extend their life by 10 to 15 times.  
But that's not all. Think about the long-term effects on the integrity of the airframe, and the 
reliability of the entire aircraft. We can expect the deterioration of the airframe to be 
significantly less with a soft mount.  
 
At DAC it is of even more importance.  We know that aircraft noise can be significantly 
reduced if the vibration of the airframe is reduced.  Soft mounts are a very important 
ingredient in maintaining the noise levels of your aircraft at the allowable level for the club. 
Further, assuming that the above results also prove true for most of our aircraft, we can also 
expect to see increased flight times from a single charge on our flight packs.  Typically, you'll 
average 2 to 3 times as many flights per charge with a soft mount as you would with a hard 
mount.   If you usually get 4 flights per charge, you can expect to increase that up to 6 or 
maybe even 8 flights before charging is required.  
 
So, why not extend the life of your servos and airframe while enjoying the added benefits of 
more flights before having to recharge your model?  Why not consider a soft mount? 
 
 
 

Soft Mount BenefitsSoft Mount BenefitsSoft Mount BenefitsSoft Mount Benefits    
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HYPERION SUPER CHIPMUNK 70e ARF 

(December 2007) 
 

 
 
This was my first attempt at a large electric model and I thought I’d pass on what I’ve learnt 
for the benefit of others. I’ve included prices (freight will cost extra) and sources. I found that 
by using ‘genuine Chinese’ components; it didn’t cost anywhere near what I expected. I hope 
this information will help you to ‘electrifly’ larger models. The Chippie has a wingspan of 
1628mm (64”), the wing area is 691 square inches, the bare airframe weighs 1.5kg and the 
weight ready to fly is 2.9kg. It’s a good sized model for the Bulleen field.  
 
The Chippie has plenty of power and leaps in to the air in no time and goes vertical. Because 
of the low wing loading and wing design, it’s a very docile aircraft and I spend a lot of time 
just floating about with the power off. Stalls are mushy, with no tendency to tip stall. 
Landings with no wind take the length of the field as it’s floaty and a tail dragger. Any 
attempt to land before the speed bleeds off and it bounces back in to the air and tries to fly 
again; I found!  
 
The airframe is available from Hyperion dealers and costs AU$200 to AU$275. I 
strengthened the fuselage opening with 3 X 1 carbon fibre. I made up a plywood box, which I 
dowelled to the firewall and mounted the motor to it with the supplied hardware. Baffles in 
each side of the cowl and holes in the side of the box send cooling air over the battery. I cut 
out a section of covering film on the underside of the fuselage to allow the air to exit. The 
motor is cooled by the centre hole at the front of the cowl and the air then passes over the 
speed control mounted on the under side.  The battery is barely warm on landing, the motor 
and speed control are cool. I found (when the canopy blew off) that the magnets which secure 
the canopy aren’t strong enough and I replaced them with 2 spring loaded locking pins 
(Graupner part 1066) which cost $5 each from Roj’s Hobbies.  

Model ReviewModel ReviewModel ReviewModel Review    
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The motor is a Tower Pro 3520-7T costing only AU$27 from unitedhobbies.com.  
The diameter is 45.5mm and length is 51mm. Weight is 262gm (295gm with mount, screws 
and prop adapter). Kv is 600 RPM/volt. The maximum current capability is 56Amps and the 
maximum power is 850 Watts. Prop is an APC 13 X 8. If you type ‘Tower Pro 3520-07T’ in 
to your search engine, you should get a very detailed review of this motor from the Ampeer 
Newsletter.  
 
The battery is 5S 4100 15C/25C (60Amps continuous/100 Amps burst) weighing 550gm and 
costing AU$108 from unitedhobbies.com. I get 2 X 7 minute flights from a battery, which 
discharges the pack down to 10% capacity. I charge with Imax B5 balancing chargers from 
unitedhobbies.com at AU$65. This unit charges through the balance socket on the battery and 
ensures that all cells in the pack are equally charged. 
 
The speed control is a Tower Pro Mag 8, TP-70A which cost AU$36 from himodel.com. 
Speed controls are often difficult to set up, but the beeps on the Mag 8 are of different pitch, 
which makes it easy. It doesn’t have a BEC (Battery Eliminator Circuit) to power the receiver 
and I used a 3 amp ‘eWatts’ UBEC from wattsuprc.com.au costing AU$14. It’s listed under 
‘Brushless ESC’ as EW-UBEC. I’ve had no interference issues with the BEC and the main 
battery can’t go below 16.5V because of the Cellshield; so there’s always power for the 
receiver and servos. 
Being lazy; I like not having to charge and worry about a separate receiver pack. 
 
In flight, a Cellshield from robotshop.ca (AU$45 landed) protects each cell in the battery pack 
from over discharge. The Cellshield plugs between the throttle socket  
on the receiver and the speed control. The Cellshield board plugs directly in to the balance 
socket on the battery pack (polarity doesn’t matter) and if any cell drops below a preset 
voltage (I’ve set 3.4 volts), power is reduced and it’s time to land. 

 
 
Flying the Chippie for 8 minutes of sport aerobatic manoeuvres with an Eagletree data logger 
on board (AU$80 from wattsuprc.com.au or unitedhobbies.com) gave the following 
information. Highest power was 1.067 KW. The highest current draw was 58A (the battery is 
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good for 60A continuous). Average is 13.6A. I exceeded 52A draw 18 times. The usual peak 
current draw is around 40A. The minimum cell voltage dropped to 3.5V (is good). Over the 8 
minutes, 2.27A/hr was consumed from the battery. The charger returned 2.29A/hr to the pack. 
 

 
 
Large electric models have the potential to cause serious injury. Unlike internal combustion 
engines, electric motors don’t make any noise when they’re ready to go. A runaway model 
with over a horsepower at the prop could do serious damage! I mounted a female Deans 
socket flush on the side of the fuselage and it’s wired in the positive lead to the motor. The 
motor lead is therefore open circuit; until a shorting plug is inserted. When not in use, the 
shorting plug is stowed in a female socket mounted in the fuselage. 
 
In the pits I hold the shorting plug, switch on the transmitter, connect the battery and 
Cellshield, and secure the canopy. The electronics are now working but the motor can’t 
operate. I carry the model to the field, check the throttle is off, plug in the shorting plug 
(which arms the motor) and do the pre-flight checks.  After landing I walk over to the model, 
pull the plug and carry the Chippie back to the pits. Safe. 
 
The plane looked strange floating past with no pilot so I bought a pilot figure from Roj’s 
Hobbies for $17. I painted his blue hat red to match the airframe and put him on a weight loss 
program with my Dremel! There was a lot of useless, heavy bog inside. The pilot figure is 
secured with 2 small self tapping screws.  
 
Transporting the model back home to Adelaide presented something of a problem as the fin 
and horizontal stabiliser are not removable. I had to build a large wedge shaped plywood box 
1700 long X 700 wide X 500 high to fit on the roof of my Falcon wagon, the materials cost 
more than the airframe!  
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With such a large investment in time and money and as I really like the Chippie; I bought a 
spare airframe for $200 from Fly In, Mt Barker (SA) just in case! See you all next year and 
have fun, Andy Hollitt 
 
 
 

 
For more details and the latest updates to the event calendar go to VMAA web site at 
http://www.vmaa.com.au/content/events/events.php 
 
 

  RC Glider  

Dec 1 Scale AeroTow                                   Briggs Field ‘Scalies’ 
 9 VARMS Training 10 am /VARMS Trophy 1 pm VARMS 
 16 Thermal League # 4                           Diggers Rest RCGA 
 27 MAAA Nationals begin                 Perth WA area  

  RC Power  

Dec 2 F3A Aerobatics                                     Pakenham P&DARCS 
 16 Jets at Mangalore. Details, see VJAA SIG below  
 27 MAAA Nationals begin                 Perth WA area  

  Control Line  

Dec 9 FAI Teamrace, Goodyear, Mini G/oodyear,  
FAI & Combined Speed 

 
CLAMF 

 

 

Upcoming EventsUpcoming EventsUpcoming EventsUpcoming Events    
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Name Home Work/Mobile W/E Sat W/E Sat W/E Sat W/E Sat 

  Ian Pullar 9428-4365   0425-831-572 17-Nov-07 19-Jan-08 22-Mar-08 24-May-08 

  Cliff McIver 9850-4478   9882-7521 24-Nov-07 26-Jan-08 29-Mar-08 31-May-08 

  Nik Daud 9852-3236   0412-263-883 01-Dec-07 02-Feb-08 05-Apr-08 07-Jun-08 

  Greg Sleeth 9848-6809   9634-4658 08-Dec-07 09-Feb-08 12-Apr-08 14-Jun-08 

  Anthony Peate 9877-8225   9634-4303 15-Dec-07 16-Feb-08 19-Apr-08 21-Jun-08 

  Theo Kyriopoulos 9370-9424   0419-358-659 22-Dec-07 23-Feb-08 26-Apr-08 28-Jun-08 

  Patrick Kearney 9898-1370    29-Dec-07 01-Mar-08 03-May-08 05-Jul-08 

  Grant Collins 9849-1790   0418-872-218 05-Jan-08 08-Mar-08 10-May-08 12-Jul-08 

  Jason Harrigan 9859-4020   0418-309-022 12-Jan-08 15-Mar-08 17-May-08 19-Jul-08 

For up to date mowing roster go to http://www.dac.org.au and click on “Members Info”. 
 
To change a rostered date, organise a swap if possible, or contact Cliff on 9882-7521. 
 
FREE JOY RIDES! Available for anyone who wish to join the Mowing Roster. 
 

 
The newsletter and the web page rely heavily on club members to write articles and send them 
in.  So we encourage all club members to have a go. You are welcome to place ads for sale of 
your secondhand R/C model aircraft related items in the newsletter. The newsletter is a 
service offered to all club members. 
 
Articles don’t have to be long to be of interest to other members.  It may only take you 10 
minutes to type up.  Just send it via email in plan text or MS Word document format. Pictures 
are good but try to limit you articles to less than 2MBytes in size.  Always include the 
author’s name within the article text. 
 
Fernando Monge  Newsletter Editor    
Michael Best  Webpage Editor & Newsletter Assistant    
 
 
Disclaimer  

Readers should be aware that the content of this newsletter is of a general nature and is not intended to constitute a definitive 
statement on any subject matter and does not constitute legal or specific advice. Formal advice should be obtained before 
acting in any of the areas covered. 
The advice contained in this newsletter is intended as a source of information only. Although precautions have been taken to 
ensure accuracy of the information, the publishers, authors and printers cannot accept responsibility for any claim, loss, 
damage or liability arising out of use of the information published. 

Mowing RosterMowing RosterMowing RosterMowing Roster    

Note from the EditorsNote from the EditorsNote from the EditorsNote from the Editors    
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If undelivered return to: 
Doncaster Aeromodellers Club 
P.O. Box 56 

North Balwyn Vic. 3104 
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NNNNAMEAMEAMEAME PPPPOSITIONOSITIONOSITIONOSITION CCCCONTACTONTACTONTACTONTACT EEEEMAILMAILMAILMAIL    
Ian Pullar President 03 9428 4365  
Cliff McIver Vice President 03 9850 4478  
Colin Kahn Secretary 0412 566 610  
Graham Kay Treasurer  0403 199 713  
Ian Slack Registrar 03 9489 3001  
Fernando Monge Newsletter Editor    
Michael Best Webpage Editor  

& Newsletter Assistant 
  

Grant Collins Committee Member   
David Gibbs Committee Member   
David Law Committee Member   
James Taylor Committee Member   

More details can be found at http://www.dac.org.au and click on “contact us”. 


